Mural title:

The storm drain boundaries are outlined in a solid black line. Your mural design must fit within the white areas of the storm drain boundary. The black circle within the storm drain boundary represents the storm drain lid. The grey area outside of the storm drain boundary indicates the sidewalk or street. No element of the design can cover the storm drain lid, sidewalk, or street. The design can extend down the 4-inch drop of the street curb which is indicated by a dotted black line.
Instructions: Using the pictures below for reference, fit your design within the blue solid lines surrounding the storm drain. The dotted blue line indicates the 4-inch drop of the street curb. The design can cover the 4-inch curb drop but it may not cover the storm drain lid or surrounding sidewalk/street. **Make sure your design includes the name of the mural on it but DO NOT include your name on the mural design.** Designs will be judged anonymously.